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crossbar.

The crossbar (B) has several pairs of threaded holes. Find the pair of holes that matches the spacings on the junction box and your 
fixture’s backplate. Two mounting screws (A) should be attached to the crossbar (B). Pull the house wires through the center of the crossbar (B). 
Place the crossbar (B) against the junction box so that the mounting screws (A) are aligned with the holes on the fixture’s backplate (F). Secure 
the crossbar (B) to the junction box by securely tightening the mounting screws (G). 

Place the fixture’s backplate (F) over mounting screws (G) so that they protrude through the holes on the backplate. Screw deco nuts (A) 
onto the junction box. Twist until the backplate of the fixture is snugly against the wall. Install light bulb(s) (not included) in accordance 
with the fixture’s specifications. Do not exceed the recommended maximum wattage. Check the number mark under the Shade Cap (H), 
and find the Glass Shade (J) with the same number it is mark on the Shade Thread-Ring (I). Attach the Glass Shades (J) to the Socket 
by turning clockwise until it’s tight. Secure the other Glass Shades (J) onto the corresponding Socket Thread Rings (H).
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These instructions are provided for your safety. It is very important to read them carefully and completely before beginning
installation of the lighting fixture.We strongly suggest  that all direct-wired fixture be installed by a qualified and licensed 
electrician.

 

 

W A R N I N G! S H U T POWER OFF AT FUSE OR CIRCUIT BREAKER 

BEFORE INSTALLATION 

AVERTISSEMENT! COUPER LE COURANT AU NIVEAU DES FUSIBLES OU DU DIS JONCTEUR. 

Attach the fixture’s wires to the power supply wires from the junction box. Connect the black wire with the black( or smooth); the white wrie with 
the white (or ribbed); the ground wire with the ground (green or copper). Twist the end of the wire pairs together and twist on a wire connector. 
Make sure all twists are in the same direction. If there is no ground wire(green or copper) from the junction box, locate a ground screw (C) on the 
crossbar (B) and wrap the fixture’s the ground wire around the green ground screw (C). Use a screwdriver to tighten the ground screw (C) onto the 
crossbar. Tuck all wires neatly into the junction box. 

CLEANING TIPS
Treat the fixture gently! Regular cleaning will reduce the need of deep cleaning. For regular cleaning, turn off the lighting and wipe down
the fixture with a clean lint-free cotton or microfiber cloth. Never spray cleaner directly onto the fixture.


